RAS GHAREB WIND ENERGY S.A.E.
CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY NEWSLETTER

EDITORIAL
With the construction of the wind farm
advancing, RGWE also took steps in
developing the Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) of the company. This

RGWE's team met
officially with the city Chairman and the city Secretar.y.

newsletter is the first one of a quarterly
issuance and provides news and updates of
RGWE in terms of: Stakeholder Engagement,
Community Support Programs, Learning
Activities and Health, Safety, Security and
Environment (HSSE) management.
The goal of RGWE 's CSR is to become an
example business with regards to
sustainibility and ethics, through both the
rigorous application of laws and procedures
and proactive CSR actions.
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COMMUNITY SUPPORT PROGRAMS

An internship in June
As a company with a social vision

Visit of Ras Ghareb hospital with its
'
I Ahmed
director
(on the right)
, . • Dr.

oriented towards the future,RGWE
believes in the support of the youth
and therefore decided to hire an
intern for the month of June 2018.
Alice, a Belgian student in
Economics and International
Relations was welcomed in the New
Cairo headquarters office and

Mrs.Dooa, director of the nursing
school, in the main auditorium of the
school

Visit of Ras Ghareb's boys high school with the
director Mrs.Safwat (left) and the responsible for
education in the city M.Rashed (center)

contributed to developing the
Corporate SocialResponsibility plan
ofRGWE.

As part of its Corporate SocialResponsibility vision,RGWE is highly committed to
support the development of the health and education sector. RGWE had the
chance to meet withRas Ghareb's local schools and hospital directors during the

Abroad training

month of June and thereafter decided on a set of community support programs to

RGWE is committed to provide its

be implemented shortly. The activities will include:
(1) provision of medical equipment forRas Ghareb's Central Hospital andRas
Ghareb nursing school,
(2) repairs and maintenance ofRasGhareb's 2 high schools that were damaged by
the 2016 floods (in collaboration with Orascom Construction),
(3) a few scholarships for students graduating fromRas Ghareb's nursing school

employees with at least one training
every year on various topics. In July
2018, 3 employees fromRGWE
have had the chance to fly to
Brussels and participate to a 3 days
long training hosted by one of
RGWE's shareholder: Engie.

and wishing to continue their studies at university.

HSSE MANAGEMENT ON SITE

CONTACT US

RGWE is very proud to announce that a number of 300 000 safe working
hours without any Lost Time Accident has been reached, in accordance
with RGWE's Zero Harm target.
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www.rasgharebwind.com

RGWE also newly implemented an
efficient waste management system.

Headquarters address:

State Plaza, Plot 185,
2nd Sector,Sth Settlement,
11835 New Cairo, Egypt

Emergency phone number:
+20 12 00 00 28 76

